
Description of Technology 

 Manufacturers use polymers to make plastics and other materials. Polymerization is a method of forming monomer 
chains to create bigger polymers. The size and shape of these polymers can be changed based on how the polymerization is 
undertaken. Currently, polymerization proceeds in an open-air environment. Such an environment presents a number of 
challenges, the most prominent one being oxygen which can inhibit the polymerization process.  

 Researchers at the University of Wyoming devised a way to negate the issue of oxygen inhibiting polymerization by 
creating a system that purges all the oxygen in an environment and replaces it with nitrogen. The cells and prepolymer 
solution are mixed with and carried into the nitrogen environment by an oil. The polymerization then occurs as the mixture 
flows down channels. This allows for the process to be continuous and for a mass production of particles. The polymerization 
carried out in this setting can create much smaller polymers with lower monomer concentration compared to current 
methods because the oxygen is not inhibiting the process. 

Applications 

 This new method’s ability to polymerize small polymers gives the end user a greater choice of what size of polymer 
they want to create. The small polymers also extend the uses of polymerization past what was previously possible. These 
polymers can be used for many biological applications such as drug delivery, tissue engineering, and stem cell therapies. 
Since the method is continuous and has the ability to mass produce microparticles, it can be used in an industrial setting for 
manufacturing. 

Features & Benefits 

• Creates an oxygen-controlled environment to negate troubles with oxygen during polymerization for stable particle 
photopolymerization on a chip 

• Creates polymers with a lower monomer concentration and smaller size than methods before allowing producers to 
select the exact size needed for the application 

• Continuous process for mass production 
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Figure: A nitrogen-jacketed 

double layer device 


